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The road goes on forever, & the party never ends... - Lawnmower Man
NCOM Sponsors this Newsletter with a donation of $300.00 per month. NCOM; Richard And Joseph Lester; Attorneys At Law…
CoC
Of . . . . . . . . North Dakota donates $ 25.00 a month…
Bandidos MC
Finland donates $ 50.00 a month.
CoC Of . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oregon donates $ 30.00 a month…
Bandidos MC 1Wire
Texas donates $ 25.00 a month.
CoC Of . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama donates $ 50.00 a month… Bandidos MC Galveston, TX Chapter donates $ 10.00 a month.
In Country Vietnam MC
USA donates $ 50.00 a month… AOA Nation
USA donates $ 50.00 a month.
Pagan’s MC Nation / McKeesport donates $ 50.00 a month
Outlaws MC
Connecticut donates $ 15.00 a month.
Vagos MC Nation
USA donates $ 50.00 a month…
Outlaws MC
Georgia donates $ 20.00 a month.
SteelHorse Riders Cappy Michigan donates $ 25.00 a month… Flash Productions
Michigan donates $ 10.00 a month.
Vigilante Cash
Michigan donates $ 20.00 a month… Warlocks MC Nation
USA donates $ 40.00 a month.
IHMC Crooked Nose Mike - prison donates $ 5.00 a month… Devils Diciple Tatu
Alabama donates $ 25.00 a month.
Jimbo
Lafayette LA donates $ 20.00 a month… Devils Diciple SA FCI Milan, MI donates $ 25.00 a month.
Solid Brotherhood MC Minnesota donates $ 25.00 a month…
U.S. Defender COIR Gayle
Texas donates $ 10.00 a month.
Sons Of Silence MC North Dakota donates $ 100.00 a month…
El Forastero MC Nation
USA donates $ 17.00 a month.
SOS MC Western North Dakota donates $ 25.00 a month.
El Forastero MC
Okoboji, Iowa donates $ regularly.
SOS Supporter Wildman
PA donates $ 20.00 a month.
VNV/LV MC, Dirty Chapter, Houston donates $ 5.00 a month
SOS Supporter Knucklehead Fred donates $ 20.00 a month… Prairie Rattlers MC North Dakota donates $ 25.00 a month.
SOS Nomad Skunk FMC Springfield donates $ 25.00 a month…. Rough-Riders MC
North Dakota donates $ 40.00 a month.
Tramp in prison El Dorado, Kansas donates $ 5.00 a month… Solid Brotherhood MC North Dakota donates $ 25.00 a month.
Silent Thunder MC North Dakota donates $ regularly.

Happy Birthday Pagan Izzo on September 1st...
Happy Birthday Outlaw Crazy Joe on September 19th...
Happy Birthday Mongol Deano on September 25th...

Happy Birthday Pagan Moose on September 4th...
Happy Birthday Outlaw Richie Chicag on September 22nd...
Happy Birthday Breed J.R. on September 26th...

The Outlaws MC – Georgia has just given me a donation to help Sponsor of this Newsletter for $ 240.00…
Thank You on behalf of all the Brothers Behind Bars And on behalf of myself to Outlaws MC Georgia And Outlaw Dano….
Editor’s Note: There was a very large police presence for the BBB Run in North Dakota. I plan on writing something up for a future issue.
Editor’s Note: I would like to set a benefit for those arrested in Waco. If any of you can send (Donate) me something that you have made
or you make, I’ll set up a silent auction or something. I’ll go thru the NCOM Christian Unity for distributing whatever amount is raised…
More details later.
Editor’s Note: For June there were 2 Issues, For July there were 2 Issues, For August this is the 1st Issue…
Editor’s Note: Currently we are sending over 350 copies of this newsletter to members of 84 Motorcycle Clubs…
Editor’s Note: I would like to Thank my Wife “Kari” for getting these Newsletters ready to be mail…
Disclaimer: The News Media does NOT always tell the Whole Truth… It tends to sensationalize the News to Sell Newspapers.
In Fact, Many Times the News Media gets the Facts Wrong!!!

Editor’s Note : It is too hard to keep up with counts, But for your
info here are the Clubs that are getting the Brothers Behind Bars
Newsletter (84 Clubs) in Prison: Avengers, Bandidos, Banshees,
Barons, Black Pistons, Boozefighters, BPM, Breed, Brother
Speed, Brothers 8, Brotherhood Nomads, Brothers Of Wheels,
Cloven Hoofs, Damned Deacon, D.C. Eagles, Death Squad,
Derelicts, Devils Diciples, Diablos, El Forastero, Finks, Fly-InWheels, Forsaken Few, Free Souls, Estedes, Galloping Goose,
Ghost Riders, Grim Reapers, Gypsy Joker, Hellions, Hells Angels,
Hells Lovers, Hells Outcasts, Hermanos, Hessians, Hidalgo’s,
Highwaymen, In Country Vietnam, Iron Coffins, Iron Horsemen,
Invaders, Iron Wings, Iron Mustangs, Legion Of Doom, Liberty
Riders, Long Riders, Marauder’s, Misfits, Mohawk Valley Riders,
Moloch, Mongols, Motopsychoz, Nomads, Outlaws, Pagan’s,
Peckerwood, Phantom’s, Pharoahs, Reapers, Red Devils,
Renegades, Sadistic, Salty Dogs, Satans Soldiers, Scorpions, Set
Free Soldiers, Sin City Deciples, Sons Of Silence, Sovereign,
Sundowners, Thunderbirds, Thunderguards, Unforegiven,
Unforgiven, Vagos, Vietnam Vets / Legacy Vets, Y-Rohirrin,
Warlocks Pa, Warlocks, Winos Crew And Wheels Of Soul…
With newsletters going to Australia, Canada, England, France,
Finland, Germany, Norway, Scotland, Sweden, & Wales.
--------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Note (For BBB Only): Being a Patch holder in Good
Standings does have it privileges… And this is one of them… If
you are a Patch Holder in Good Standings & contact me, include
your Chapter too… If you are Not a patch holder of a MC in Good
Standings, Don’t write me & request that I add you to the mailing
list. You will only get rejected, as I only make very few special
exceptions.
--------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Note: I would like to Thank all of the contacts from all
of the MCs that verify if requesting member is in Good Standing
with their Club; & all of the other assistance that you give me, such
as address changes, being released, & soliciting donations…
--------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Note: I produce this National Coalition of Motorcyclists
Brothers Behind Bars Newsletter which is a non-partisan
newsletter for Bikers by Bikers. Information from the Newsletter
contains News Articles & other information that may be of interest
to a biker behind bars. Financial support for this Newsletter
comes mainly from NCOM, Motorcycle Clubs, And
Confederations Of Clubs…
--------------------------------------------------------

News Article Sources: All News Articles contained in this
NCOM Brothers Behind Bars Newsletter, unless source is
specified, are obtained from the following 3 Web Sites: Road
Scholars(Wolf From Atlanta), Outlaw Biker World, White Trash
News & Becky Cakes…
--------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Note: In the interest of Cost Savings, If you can share
One copy of this Newsletter where I am sending multiple copies
to the same institution, please let me know… Thanks, Mike
--------------------------------------------------------

NCOM Report - Report August – Minnesota – By Frank Ernst –
From ABATE of Minnesota Road Noise - (612) 801-2920 NCOMLiaisoN@ABATEMN.org - I have been reporting on
attempts by our Gov’t to confiscate, take control of & make it
illegal to wear patches of some clubs. This has been going on for
a long while, decisions have been reached & appeals filed & we
do not expect it to be over until the matter is heard in the nation’s
highest court. I began reporting on these actions as far back as
2010, at that time we were aware of one club from Calif in

jeopardy of losing their trademark. Fast forward & now we have
an additional club from Michigan fighting a similar battle. In
addition to these conversations we have talked about motorcycle
only check points funded by our Fed Gov’t. The newest on this
list of assaults is LE shooting 9 motorcyclists dead & wounding
many more in Texas. I was having a conversation recently & the
person I was speaking with commented on the coincidence of all
these things happening in different parts of the nation.
I would like our readers to think back a little in the motorcycle
rights fight. In 2002 Minnesota was if not the first, one of the first
to pass the dead red laws allowing an escape from traffic lights
that fail to recognize our vehicles. I think we have ten additional
states now that have passed similar legislation since that time.
About the same time we passed dead red laws we repealed our
handle bar height restrictions, now we are seeing other states
attempting & some succeeding to amend or repeal their handlebar
height laws. Washington State passed Anti-Profiling legislation a
couple of years ago & last year 4 additional states attempted to do
the same thing.
The point I am making is we have learned by the actions of
others. We have A.B.A.T.E., the Confederation of Clubs & other
Motorcycle Rights Organizations meetings in many areas on a
regular schedule. On a larger scale we have NCOM conventions
& meetings as well as Meeting of the Minds & in our area
Heartland Steam. All of this in an effort to help others learn how
to have an effect on legislative issues that concerns us.
Why would we not understand that our Gov’t & particularly
LEO (Law Enforcement Officers) are having the same kind of
meetings & conferences? Their focus at these conferences is to
share info on how to keep us under control. One of the big
concerns I have with this is the perception some people &
specifically some LEO’s have that most if not all motorcyclists are
criminal. I see this perception overflowing & interfering with the
regular activities of law abiding motorcyclists. I recently heard of
an event in South Dakota that had LEO interference, they were
told to restrict specific groups from attending their event. Closer
to home I am aware of a group that has a run to raise money &
awareness for a local facility, LE told the venue to not allow the
motorcyclists to come to their facility. These were both events that
have been going on for some time but LE is trying to shut them
down. They are using the events of Waco as an excuse to regulate
or shut down these & other activates. Perhaps LE should consider
giving up some of their overtime dollars for a couple of days &
staying away from these events. They may find there is less
violence taking place without their participation.
I do understand that in the motorcycle community like in any
cross section of people there may be some individuals that play
outside of the rules. My belief is that this is the exception, & not
all motorcyclists should be punished because of the actions of a
few. I think the Blackstone’s formulation has it right ‘Better that
ten guilty person’s escape, then one innocent suffer’. This should
include the practice of shooting people dead without the
opportunity for a trial. But I will leave this for now.
Before I close I would like to congratulate Richard Lester,
Richard will be inducted into the Sturgis Freedom Fighters Hall of
Fame on Wed Aug 5th. Richard has been working to support the
motorcycle community for over 3 decades & I consider it an honor
to have had the opportunity to know & work with him.
Congratulations Richard! Be ever Vigilant all, fe

How to Identify a Psychopath or Sociopath – July 8, 2015 –
U.S.A. – By Ellen Hendriksen; www.ScientificAmerican.com The terms “psychopath” & “sociopath” often get used
interchangeably, but they’re not exactly the same. Regardless of
semantics, here’s how to spot the heartless, charming evil of a
psychopath or sociopath… Thanks to Savvy Psychologist listener
Cindy Jossart of Webster City, Iowa for the idea for this week’s
podcast. With darkness in their hearts, ice water in their veins, &
snake-charming smiles on their faces, psychopaths make up
anywhere from 0.6% to 4% of the population. This personality
disorder affects men more frequently than women. It’s been
documented in cultures the world over. Here’s a great icebreaker
for your next cocktail party: the Native Alaskan peoples call
psychopaths “kunlangeta.” The brain of a psychopath is different
than yours or mine (unless you’re a psychopath). It has a smaller
prefrontal cortex—the part that regulates behavior, impulse
control, & planning—and a deformed amygdala, the seat of
negative emotions like fear, guilt, & sadness. You can’t tell
superficially who is a psychopath—so let’s get to know them.
Here are 3 traits of psychopaths, plus the difference between a
psychopath & a sociopath:
Psychopath Trait #1: Fearless Dominance: Let’s look at fearless
dominance from an empathetic point of view (ironically,
something psychopaths lack). Imagine total freedom from fear,
anxiety, or guilt. You do whatever you want without the pesky
hindrance of conscience, social consequences, authority figures,
or worrying about the well-being of others. You know the rules
of society; you just don’t care. You’re also a master at concealing
your hard-hearted self-assurance.
On the outside, you’re
charming, outgoing, charismatic, & convincing—people like &
admire you. You’re definitely not a loner. You thrive on power
& control, which you get from these suckers who—willingly!—
seem to take this thing called responsibility seriously. But they’re
beneath you. These losers deserve to lose—they had it coming all
along. You look out for #1. You also have no empathy so you’re
free from dealing with the pain you inflict on others. You get this
emotion thing intellectually, so you study it to learn how to act &
what to say to get what you want, no matter what; you are a master
manipulator. You’d be a first-rate cult leader, corporate raider, or
dictator. Aptly described by Dr. Martha Stout, author of The
Sociopath Next Door: The Ruthless Versus the Rest of Us, you are
like a color-blind person looking at a traffic light. You know the
topmost light is “red,” & you know what to do about it, but you
have no understanding of what red truly is.
Psychopath Trait #2: Self-Centered Impulsivity: You do what
you want, when you want. You need a lot of stimulation & get
bored easily, so sometimes you’ll drive drunk, shoplift, start
fights, humiliate coworkers, roofie that girl’s drink, or torture
animals just for the fun of it. You’re also totally irresponsible.
You don’t need to pay people back. You don’t go to work if you
don’t feel like it. You might have a dishonorable discharge from
the military. Finally, you’re impulsive. You’ll walk out of a job,
break off relationships, drop out of school—which is for losers
anyway—and have sex with many partners, even if you’re in a
relationship. Why? Because you feel like it. But your impulsivity
also means you’re more likely to die in a violent accident, commit
impulsive suicide, or get killed by someone else.
Psychopath Trait #3: Low Autonomic Arousal: This means your
physiology is different from non-psychopaths. Your resting heart
rate is lower, your skin conductance is lower, & the beat-to-beat

alterations in your heart rate are different from the rest of those
losers. So, you’re cool as a cucumber, even when others react.
When your partner is freaking out, this is when you do your best
work. You may be part of the 20% of batterers for whom violence
doesn’t involve rage at all. Instead, your heart rate goes down
when you’re arguing with &, often, beating up your partners. The
epitome was Hannibal Lechter: his heart rate never broke 85 even
as he attacked a nurse and...Well, you know what happened next.
Psychopaths vs. Sociopaths: Researchers sometimes make a
distinction between primary psychopaths-confirmed, bona fide
psychopaths & secondary psychopaths, also called sociopaths.
Sociopaths are cut from the same cloth as psychopaths, with 3 key
differences:
• First, while true psychopaths are confident, social, &
dominant, sociopaths are reserved & inhibited, sometimes
loners. And while psychopaths are exempt from negative
emotion, sociopaths are often hostile & do experience
anxiety & rejection.
• Second, while psychopaths truly have no morals, sociopaths
do have a sense of morality & a conscience, but their sense
of right & wrong is skewed & doesn’t match society at
large. Sociopaths are often crusaders or martyrs for a
perceived cause; they see their depraved acts as necessary. So
antagonistic, withdrawn Tim McVeigh is a good example.
• The third, oversimplified, difference is that psychopaths are
born, while sociopaths are made, often through extreme
childhood adversity & exposure to violence. But it’s not as
simple as just nature or nurture—the truth lies somewhere in
a scramble of genetics, neurology, & environment.
Unlike psychopathy, sociopathy can even be acquired: dementia
or a head injury can do the trick. For example, think of Phineas
Gage from your Psych 101 class. He was an easygoing
construction foreman with lots of friends until, in 1848, a railroad
explosion sent a 13-pound tamping rod into Gage’s eye & out the
top of his head. Miraculously, he survived, but even as he
physically healed, he became “fitful, irreverent, & grossly profane,
showing little deference for his fellows.” He was also “impatient
& obstinate, yet capricious & vacillating, unable to settle on any
of the plans he devised for future action.” Basically, this was the
1840s version of calling him a stubborn, foulmouthed, flaky a-hole with mood swings—if not true acquired sociopathy, at least a
close cousin.
To wrap up, I’ll leave you with the best example of psychopathy
I’ve ever seen. He’s not a serial killer, evil CEO, or maniacal
despot—he’s Eric Cartman from South Park. Cartman is a
genuine psychopath.
Indeed, making chili out of Scott
Tenorman’s parents is the tip of his horrific iceberg. Here’s a link
to South Park clips that prove Cartman is a psychopath (plus more
about Phineas Gage). That’s all for this week. Or maybe I should
say that’s enough for this week. And finally, thanks to you, savvy
listeners, for getting the Savvy Psychologist to the 6-month mark.
This show wouldn’t happen without you!
--------------------------------------------------------

Idiot Sighting: I work with an individual who plugged her power
strip back into itself & for the sake of her life, couldn’t understand
why her system would not turn on. A deputy with the Dallas
County Sheriff’s office, no less.
The Perfect Martini: Pour Gin, Vermouth, & Olives into
the Trash where they belong. Drink Whiskey…!!!

Waco’s Worthy Wives & Widows – July 3, 2015 – Texas – By
Amy Irene White; www.AmyIreneWhite.com - The Bible talks
about taking care of the worthy widows… The Bandidos & others
have taken this to heart when it comes to all the wives whose
husbands were shot or jailed in the Waco Biker Slaughter at Twin
Peaks. All over Texas bikers are helping each other cope with
what went on that day. From T-Shirts sales totally hundreds of
dollars paying utilities & bonds to groceries & cell phones being
collected, the true giving natures of bikers shines through the lies
& jack-assery of the cops. Visiting with these amazing ladies is
like being surrounded by señoritas & southern belles. I mourn the
fact that the media never reached out & found these gorgeous
creatures to interview, never showed America the real people
being railroaded by lies & deceit. It’s funny to me all the
‘Christians’ who talk bad about these folks when in reality they
are the ones who are doing what the Bible says. Taking care of
your Brother’s wives & children.
More Waco - July 8, 2015 - Texas - By www.AgingRebel.com The Waco story is shattering into a thousand shards like a startled
murder of crows. In the last few days: Scimitars MC member Matt
Clendennen withdrew his Fed civil right lawsuit against the city of
Waco, McLennan County, TX, arresting officer Manuel Chavez
& McLennan County District Atty Abel Reyna. Clendennen’s
Atty, Clint Broden, explained that there were so many officials he
wanted to sue, like Waco Police Chief Brent Stroman, that he
thought the best thing would probably be to start over with a blank
page. “It certainly has nothing to do with the merits of the
lawsuit,” Broden told Tommy Witherspoon of the Waco TribuneHerald. “We just need to add defendants, which we will do at a
later date.”
Rodriguez Suit: Meanwhile the widow of Jesus Delgado
“Mohawk” Rodriguez, a former Marine & Vietnam Vet who was
killed as the gun fight commenced shortly after he exited his car,
has filed a lawsuit in Dallas County’s 192nd District Court against
the Twin Peaks Restaurant. Formally, the defendants are the
owners of the former Twin Peaks franchise, the Chalak Mitra
Group, LLC; Peaktastic Beverage, LLC; Front Burner Restaurants
Group, LLC; & Twin Peaks Restaurant Investment Group. The
same defendants are being sued by the neighboring Don Carlos
Restaurant. The Rodriguez suit alleges that Rodriguez would still
be alive if the Twin Peaks had not held “Bike Nights” & allowed
the Confederation of Clubs to meet at the restaurant the day 9 men
were killed & 18 were wounded in the worst incidence of biker
violence in American History. The Waco police have taken pains
to portray the Texas Confederation of Clubs as a quasi-criminal
group. Widely quoted biker authority Steve Cook, who was in
Waco at the time of the Twin Peaks massacre, told television
station KXXV that he had, “seen an influx of gang members that
are also a part of MCs & club confederations,” whatever that
meant. Cook also told the television station, “We do a considerable
amount of talking about these confederations & coalitions… & try
to make them understand a little bit the motives behind these is
other than what they advertise.” Cook, who recently appeared in
a reality style drama called Outlaw Country said biker violence is
a growing world problem. “It’s rampant,” Cook claimed. “They’re
spreading all across the country, all over the world for that
matter…. You’re either going to pay attention to these guys or
you’re going to ignore them.”
Two Million Bikers: Finally, today Lana Shadwick of Breitbart
Texas reported that John Bostick, a representative for the

Facebook page “2 Million Bikers To DC,” has sent “Cease &
Desist letters” to Waco Police Chief Brent Stroman, Justice of the
Peace Walter P. Peterson, & Waco Police Sergeant Patrick
Swanton. The point of the letters, other than to use the Waco
tragedy to publicize the Facebook page, is not clear. Bostick
accuses the 3 men of assaulting “the reputation of the average
motorcycle enthusiast.” Bostick demands the 3 men “provide us
with prompt written assurance that you will cease & desist from
further defamation of Motorcycle Riders’ character &
reputation…. In the event you fail to meet this demand, please be
advised that Motorcycle Riders in a class action joint effort will
pursue all available legal remedies, including monetary damages,
injunctive relief, & an order that you pay court costs & Atty’s
fees.” Two Million Bikers To DC is threatening a “Bikers Strike
Back” rally in Waco on July 18.
Death investigation uncovers marijuana grow operation in
Apache County - July 8, 2015 – Arizona - By Catherine Holland;
www.MyFoxAL.com - Three people believed to members or
associates of the Hells Angels MC are facing various drug &
weapons charges after a death investigation uncovered a marijuana
grow operation. This started in the early morning hours of June
28 when the Apache County Sheriff’s Office received a call
regarding a medical emergency in a remote area of western
Apache County near the community of Hunt. When deputies &
EMS workers arrived, they found a woman in her 60s dead. While
on the scene, deputies spotted “numerous marijuana plants
growing on the property.” The Apache County Drug Task Force,
the Navajo County Drug Task Force & the Arizona Dept of Safety
State Gang Task Force/FBI Safe Streets Task Force were all called
in. By the time officers completed their search, they had seized
60 marijuana plants, 11 firearms, a stolen Polaris Razor, & 3 grams
of meth. Janice Rudy-Martinez, Howard Weisbrod & Andres
Ospina, all of whom are believed to have ties to the Hells Angels,
were arrested. “This is a prime example of the outstanding
collaboration of LE in this region of the state to address complex
criminal organizations operating within Navajo & Apache
Counties,” ACSO Commander Lance Spivey said. ACSO & DPS
are working with the ATF on the investigation. Hunt is located
about 4 hours northeast of Phoenix.
--------------------------------------------------------

Idiot Sighting: The stoplight on the corner buzzes when it’s safe
to cross the street. I was crossing with an intellectually challenged
co-worker of mine. She asked if I knew what the buzzer was for.
I explained that it signals blind people when the light is red.
Appalled, she responded, ‘What on Earth are blind people doing
driving?!’ She was a probation officer in Wichita, KS
Idiot Sighting: At a good-bye luncheon for an old & dear coworker who was leaving the company due to ‘downsizing,’ our
manager commented cheerfully, ‘This is fun. We should do this
more often.’ Not another word was spoken. We all just looked at
each other with that deer-in-the-headlights stare. This was a lunch
at Texas Instruments.
Guinness Special: Buy One Beer for the Price of Two &
receive a 2nd Beer Absolutely Free…!!!
Drink Triple – See Double – Act Single…!!!
We’ve got some Lovely Local Crabs &
We’re Itching to Pass them On…

Family of slain Texas biker sues restaurant for negligence July 8, 2015 – Texas – By Emily Schmall, Associated Press;
www.SFgate.com - The family of a biker slain in a shootout
outside a Waco restaurant is suing the restaurant’s parent company
for negligence, according to a lawsuit filed Wed in Dallas County.
Twin Peaks recklessly hosted a meeting of MCs May 17 after
police warned of tensions between 2 biker gangs, according to the
suit filed by the widow of Jesus Delgado Rodriguez, who is
seeking unspecified damages & a jury trial. Rodriguez, who lived
in New Braunfels, was among 9 bikers killed in the shootout that
authorities say stemmed from an apparent confrontation between
the Cossacks & Bandidos, both classified as gangs by the Texas
Dept of Public Safety. Eighteen others were injured, & 177 people
were arrested & held on $1 million bails, on charges of engaging
in organized criminal activity. It remains unclear who fired the
bullets that struck the 9 who died; the results of autopsies &
ballistic analyses have not been made public. All but 4 of those
arrested have been released, mostly on reduced bonds, & there has
been no indictment. Rodriguez was a decorated Vietnam War
veteran with no criminal history. The 65-year-old man known as
Mohawk died from gunshot wounds to the head & torso, according
to a preliminary autopsy report.
Rodriguez’s death was
“something that shouldn’t have happened,” his widow, Mary
Rodriguez, told The AP. “I think the police should have stopped
it,” she said. Waco police became aware of rising tensions
between the Cossacks & the Bandidos in March, according to
spokesman Sgt. Patrick Swanton. Authorities confronted Twin
Peaks’ management with concerns about the restaurant hosting a
meeting of the Confederation Of Clubs & Independents, a
coalition of MCs that advocates rider safety, but Twin Peaks failed
to cancel the event, according to the lawsuit. On the date of the
event, police attempted to enter the restaurant, but were blocked
by management. State & local authorities then occupied positions
outside the restaurant, including on the rooftop of a neighboring
restaurant, Don Carlos, the lawsuit said. Don Carlos filed a
lawsuit in May, seeking at least $1 million to compensate for lost
profits & property damage. Before being thrust into the spotlight
by the shootings in Waco, the Dallas-based Twin Peaks restaurant
chain spent 10 years growing its brand nationally as “the ultimate
sports lodge.” The Round Rock & South Austin locations are
operated under a different franchise than the Waco restaurant,
which had its franchise agreement revoked by Twin Peaks’
national corporation.
CMPD identify 2 suspects in 1979 murders of 5 people - July
8, 2015 - North Carolina - By Tony Burbeck; www.WCNC.com
- Suspects named in 36-year-old murder mystery… One of
Charlotte’s biggest & oldest murder mysteries is now solved.
Police on Wed announced the suspects responsible for the murders
of 5 people, including members of the Outlaws motorcycle gang,
on July 4, 1979, at a MC house on Allen Road South. Those
suspects are identified as Gregory Scott Lindaman & Randy Allen
Pigg, both of whom are deceased. It’s known locally as the Fourth
of July massacre. The victims were shot as they slept with a
handgun & rifle. There were 29 shots fired, according to police.
Found dead inside the clubhouse were William Allen, William
Droneburg, Leonard Henderson, Randall Feazall & Bridgette
Benfield. Benfield was 17. Droneburg & Henderson were Outlaw
motorcycle gang members at the time, & Allen was in the process
of becoming a member, police said. Feazall & Benfield were not
part of the gang. “They were quite literally wrong place, wrong
time,” said CMPD Major Cam Selvey. Lindaman & Pigg were

not in a rival gang, police said, but knew members of the Outlaws.
Police say the motive behind the murders was Lindaman or Pigg
had an ongoing argument with one of the victims, but they didn’t
say which one or what it was about. “These were bad people,”
Selvey said about Lindaman & Pigg. At the time, both had rap
sheets which included violence. Lindaman was arrested in Calif
on an unrelated murder charge in Mecklenburg County & was
interviewed about the motorcycle gang club murders, but never
charged. Pigg was also questioned but not charged. Police say
the big difference between now & 36 years ago is people with
information about the murders are no longer afraid to talk about it,
especially after both suspects died. “We got enough to paint the
whole picture. It put us in a position to feel very confident that we
have probable cause,” Selvey said. He added if Lindaman & Pigg
were alive today, they would both be charged with multiple
murders & hauled to jail. Neighbors including Keith Smith, who
works on Allen Road South, remember the murders well. “That
kind of thing didn’t happen that much in the 1970s around here,”
he said. Police have notified victims’ relatives.
“I’m sure
relatives of the killed are glad to know it’s solved,” said Bill
Harris, who owns a business across the street where from the
murder site. Police say the case was never closed & persistence
from investigators finally paid off. The case is now officially
cleared due to the deaths of the offenders.
--------------------------------------------------------

Senior Sex: A husband leans over & asks his wife, “Do you
remember the first time we made love together over fifty years
ago? We went behind the village tavern where you leaned against
the back fence & I made love to you.” Yes, she says, “I remember
it well.” OK, he says, “How about taking a stroll around there
again & we can do it for old time’s sake?” “Oh Jim, you old devil,
that sounds like a crazy, but good idea!” A police officer sitting
in the next booth heard their conversation and, having a chuckle
to himself, he thinks to himself, I’ve got to see these 2 old-timers
having sex against a fence. I’ll just keep an eye on them so there’s
no trouble. So he follows them. The elderly couple walks haltingly
along, leaning on each other for support aided by walking sticks.
Finally, they get to the back of the tavern & make their way to the
fence. The old lady lifts her skirt & the old man drops his trousers.
As she leans against the fence, the old man moves in... Then
suddenly they erupt into the most furious sex that the policeman
has ever seen. This goes on for about ten minutes while both are
making loud noises & moaning & screaming. Finally, they both
collapse, panting on the ground. The policeman is amazed. He
thinks he has learned something about life & old age that he didn’t
know. After about half an hour of lying on the ground recovering,
the old couple struggle to their feet & put their clothes back on.
The policeman, is still watching & thinks to himself, this is truly
amazing, I’ve got to ask them what their secret is. So, as the
couple passes, he says to them, “Excuse me, but that was
something else. You must’ve had a fantastic sex life together. Is
there some sort of secret to this?” Shaking, the old man is barely
able to reply, Fifty years ago that wasn’t an electric fence.”
Idiot Sighting: When my husband & I arrived at an automobile
dealership to pick up our car, we were told the Keys had been
locked in it. We went to the service Dept & found a mechanic
working feverishly to unlock the driver side door. As I watched
from the passenger side, I instinctively tried the door handle &
discovered that it was unlocked. ‘Hey,’ I announced to the
technician, ‘it’s open!’ His reply: ‘I know, I already got that side.’
This was at the Ford dealership in Canton, MS

Justice Waco Style Y’All - July 9, 2015 – Texas – By the Aging
Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - The grotesque harlequinade of
justice strutting & preening in Waco has reached a jaw dropping
low. One of the Waco police “investigators” of the Twin Peaks
Massacre has been appointed foreman of the grand jury that will
decide which of the 177 people accused of murder will be indicted
& have to stand trial. James Head, photo above, will lead the panel
of 12 jurors & 2 alternates that will also consider whether police
acted legally when they fired into a crowd of motorcycle
enthusiasts who had assembled to eat lunch & talk politics at the
Twin Peaks restaurant in Waco on May 17. Nine people died & 18
were wounded. The day after the massacre, Police spokesman W.
Patrick Swanton said 192 people had been “detained.” On June 12,
Waco Police Chief Brent Stroman said 239 people had been
“detained.” An unknown number of those detainees were
transported to the Waco Convention Center. That is where Head
interviewed an unknown number of those detainees on May 17 &
helped decide who was naughty & who was nice. The men &
women arrested in the aftermath of the Twin Peaks massacre were
illegally ordered held by a caricatured justice of the peace named
W.H. “Pete” Peterson. Peterson based his decision on false
statements made by Waco detective Manuel Chavez.
A Little History: Head’s appointment is worse than an obvious
conflict of interest. It also turns the whole point of a grand jury
inside out. Grand juries in the English speaking world have
protected free men from reckless accusations since the year 978.
The “right” to a grand jury is specified in the first sentence of the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution which reads “No person
shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury.” Texas has
now transformed the core meaning of a grand jury from
“protector” to “accessory after the fact.” In United States v.
Mandujano Justice Warren Burger, who was hardly a bleeding
heart liberal, wrote, “The grand jury is an integral part of our
constitutional heritage which was brought to this country with the
common law. The Framers, most of them trained in the English
law & traditions, accepted the grand jury as a basic guarantee of
individual liberty; notwithstanding periodic criticism, much of
which is superficial, overlooking relevant history, the grand jury
continues to function as a barrier to reckless or unfounded
charges…Its historic office has been to provide a shield against
arbitrary or oppressive action, by insuring that serious criminal
accusations will be brought only upon the considered judgment of
a representative body of citizens acting under oath & under
judicial instruction & guidance.” In a recent case that became
notorious after the Houston Chronicle’s Lisa Falkenberg took a
long look at it last year, a Houston police officer named James
Koteras headed a grand jury that indicted Alfred Dewayne Brown
for the murder of Houston Police Officer Charles R. Clark.
University of Houston law professor David R. Dow told
Falkenberg that the appointment of Koteras to the grand jury
“would scream conflict of interest to nearly all reasonable people.”
Nevertheless, there are no state or Fed laws that address conflicts
of interest for grand jurors. Head’s appointment is perfectly legal.
“That’s the way it turned out,” State District Judge Ralph Strother
told the Waco Tribune-Herald’s Tommy Witherspoon. “There was
nothing to prevent the detective from being a qualified member of
the grand jury, just like there is nothing to prevent him from being
a qualified juror. If there is nothing that challenges his impartiality,
he is qualified. We have lawmen who get on jury panels all the
time. Who is better qualified in criminal law than somebody who

practices it all the time?” McLennan County District Atty Abelino
“Abel” Reyna told Witherspoon “That’s the system. He was
chosen totally at random, like the law says.”
What’s That Smell: Dallas Atty Clint Broden, who is
representing Scimitar MC member Matt Clendennen in the Twin
Peaks case, thinks the system stinks. This morning in a
supplement to a Writ of Mandamus addressed to the Court of
Appeals for the Tenth District of Texas Broden wrote, “There is a
noxious odor surrounding the investigation by the Waco Police &
the McLennan County District Atty’s Office with regard to the
‘Twin Peaks Shooting’ & the wholesale arrest of 177
motorcyclists. This odor continues to waft & intensify with
Detective Head serving as the grand jury foreperson over the
investigation.” Broden & Clendennen are both restrained from
commenting on the case by a gag order so Broden has been
compelled to communicate with the press & the public at large by
way of written requests to the court for rulings. “Clendennen is
unable to respond to Judge Strother’s comments & point out that,
even if possibly lawful, Detective Head’s participation in the
grand jury process makes any grand jury decision unworthy of
public confidence & that Detective Head should recuse himself
from consideration of the motorcyclists cases,” Broden wrote to
the world in this morning’s motion. “Indeed, it would be as if a
relative of the defendant was the foreperson of the grand jury.”
Broden may be shouting into a storm. So far just about every cop,
prosecutor & judge in Waco has made it clear they don’t need no
stinking “public confidence.”
Why the FBI Wants “Special Access” to Your Smartphone –
July 9, 2015-USA - Why security experts warn that this is a terrible
idea. By Larry Greenemeier; www.ScientificAmerican.com Yesterday, FBI Director James Comey told Congress that the Fed
Gov’t was increasingly concerned about the widespread use of
data encryption in consumer technology, implying—although not
explicitly demanding—that tech companies give LE easier access
to cryptographically scrambled customer data. Comey’s testimony
came one day after some of the world’s top cybersecurity experts
& computer scientists issued a report arguing that the Govt’s call
for special access to encrypted information is technically
unfeasible & unworkably vague. LE officials need to get specific
about what they want, the report’s authors argued, instead of
simply waving their hands & hoping for a technological unicorn
that gives them on-demand access to personal info while also
protecting user privacy & securing data. And this is where the
debate gets complicated. Here’s what each side wants & what
might happen next: What is FBI director Comey asking for?
Comey called for a “front-door” approach to customer data access
in an October 2014 speech but he was unclear about how this
might work outside of a nebulous call for tech companies to build
“intercept solutions” into their products. National Security Agency
(NSA) Director Michael Rogers proposed something a bit more
concrete in April when he suggested that technology companies
be required to create a digital key that could open any smartphone
or other locked device, but dividing that key into pieces so it could
not be used unilaterally. The Center for Democracy & Technology
quickly shot down the split-key proposal as impractical. In his
written statement before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Comey
was careful to avoid asking companies to allow surreptitious
“backdoor” access to customer data & communications.
Documents leaked by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden in
2013 indicated that his former agency had done this, for example,
by deliberately weakening encryption standards issued by the

National Institute of Standards & Technology. The backlash
against the Gov’ts alleged tampering with encryption standards &
Gov’t demands for customer data has created a growing rift
between Silicon Valley companies & Washington, D.C.
Why does the Gov’t say it should have this capability? Fed
L.E. officials are concerned that criminals & terrorists will go
“dark” by hiding their communications in encrypted e-mails &
smartphones. Newer versions of the Apple iOS & Google Android
mobile operating systems have emphasized encryption, to the
point where company executives have said they would be unable
to unlock customer data for LE even if ordered to do so. “With
sophisticated encryption, there might be no solution [for LE],
leaving the Gov’t at a dead end—all in the name of privacy &
network security,” Comey said in Oct. Others in LE have taken
even more extreme positions. “Apple will become the phone of
choice for the pedophile,” John Escalante, chief of detectives for
the Chicago P.D., told The Washington Post in Sept. New York
City District Atty Cyrus Vance, who likewise testified before the
Judiciary Committee on Wed, was more specific in his objection
to device encryption. In his written testimony, he stated that asking
his office to investigate the more than 100,000 criminal cases they
handle each year without smartphone data is to “fight crime with
one hand tied behind our backs.” Following the hearing, Wired
reported that the NYCDA’s office has since September
encountered 74 iPhones whose full-disk encryption locked out a
LE investigation. Vance later singled out Apple during his
testimony for having a double standard with regard to its
encryption policy. The company allows its customers to have sole
possession of the decryption key for gadgets running iOS 8.
Meanwhile, Apple does have the ability to decrypt customer data
stored in the company’s iCloud storage service if ordered to do so.
The FBI does need to intercept communications from time to
time. Doesn’t Comey have a point? Security experts have
criticized LEOs for overstating the need for access. “It’s all
bluster,” security expert Bruce Schneier wrote on his blog in
October. Schneier, one of 15 co-authors of the new report by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Computer Science &
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, added, “Of the 3,576 major
offenses for which warrants were granted for communications
interception in 2013, exactly one involved kidnapping. And, more
importantly, there’s no evidence that encryption hampers criminal
investigations in any serious way. In 2013 encryption foiled the
police 9 times, up from 4 in 2012—and the investigations
proceeded in some other way.”

Is there any way to create special access that would make
everyone happy? The authors of the report argue that any effort to
create front doors for LE would also make software & devices
much more complex, difficult to secure & expensive for tech
companies to maintain.
What is the Govt’s track record for protecting sensitive data?
Not good. Last year alone the Gov’t reported successful hacks into
unclassified White House, State & Defense Dept e-mail systems.
The security researchers, led by Daniel Weitzner, director of
M.I.T.’s Cybersecurity & Internet Policy Research Initiative & a
former deputy chief technology officer at the White House,
specifically cite the recent hack of the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management to illustrate the harm that can arise when many
organizations entrust private information to a single institution for
safekeeping. In the case of OPM, numerous Fed agencies lost
sensitive data because the office had insecure infrastructure.
Is there any precedent for what the Gov’t is asking to do? The
current debate must seem like déjà vu for many of the report’s
authors, many of whom in 1997 opposed a Clinton administration
proposal that sought to require information & communication
services to engineer their products to guarantee LE access to all
data. The White House ultimately abandoned its push to have tech
companies install what came to be known as the Clipper chip. The
plan behind Clipper was to have all encryption systems retain a
copy of keys necessary to decrypt information entrusted to a third
party who would turn over the keys to LE on proper legal
authorization.
What was the case against Clipper? The researchers at the time
determined it was not possible to create the technology that
Clipper proposed—a master key the Gov’t could use to access
large numbers of encrypted communications. Nor was there any
consensus over who would serve as the trusted third-party that
would hand over the master key when the Gov’t secured a court
order to use it.
What happens next? The FBI’s Comey insisted Wed he was
not asking to expand the Govt’s surveillance authority; rather, his
goal was to ensure that LE can continue to gather electronic
information & evidence from emerging technologies when
needed. The security researchers say Comey & his colleagues
should be as specific as possible about what they need & then
engage cybersecurity experts & lawmakers to come up with an
approach that takes into account both data security & user privacy.
Now that both sides have spoken publicly, we will probably see
some direct dialogue between them.
--------------------------------------------------------

What technical objections do security experts have to “special
access”? CSAIL issued its 34-page report yesterday—you can
find it here. It highlights several reasons why special access would
create more problems than it would solve. The security researchers
interpret Comey’s comments to mean tech companies should
create a cryptographic key escrow—in other words, a stored
digital skeleton key—that LE could use to unlock encrypted
information for use in criminal or terrorism investigations. But any
cryptographic key created for LE would become a major target for
hackers, would be difficult to secure & would discourage newer
security practices such as “forward secrecy,” in which decryption
keys are deleted immediately after use & new keys are created for
each subsequent transaction. A small but growing number of
sites—including Google, Twitter, the Wikimedia Foundation &
Facebook—have over the past few years begun using forward
secrecy to secure transactions & data.

Idiot Sighting: My daughter & I went through the McDonald’s
take-out window & I gave the clerk a $5 bill. Our total was $4.25,
so I also handed her a quarter. She said, ‘you gave me too much
money.’ I said, ‘Yes I know, but this way you can just give me a
dollar bill back. She sighed & went to get the manager, who asked
me to repeat my request. I did so, & he handed me back the
quarter, & said ‘We’re sorry but we could not do that kind of
thing.’ The clerk then proceeded to give me back $1 & 75 cents
in change. Do not confuse the clerks at McD’s.
Idiot Sighting: I handed the teller at my bank a withdrawal slip for
$400.00… I said “May I have large bills, please”. She looked at
me & said “I’m sorry sir, all the bills are the same size.” When I
got up off the floor I explained it to her.

Encryption backdoors for cops are unworkable, will put
internet security at risk, warn experts - July 8, 2015 – U.S.A. By Steve Ranger; www.zdnet.com - Demands for access to
encrypted communications raise huge technical & ethical
questions, according to security researchers…
Demands by
police & intelligence services for secret backdoors into the
encrypted communications of internet users would have a
disastrous effect on the web, security experts have warned. LE
chiefs have been warning that the trend towards using strong
encryption is making it much harder for them to disrupt criminal
plots or investigate crimes because they cannot eavesdrop on
online conversations anymore. Only this week the Dir of the FBI
James Comey warned: “There is simply no doubt that bad people
can communicate with impunity in a world of universal strong
encryption.” Politicians & police chiefs on both sides of the
Atlantic have been calling for some capability to be able to read
emails, texts, & other messages, even if they have been encrypted.
But now a group of security experts have warned that such plans
would risk undermining the security of the internet itself. The
group of more than a dozen security experts including professor of
security engineering at the Univ of Cambridge Ross Anderson,
cryptographer Whitfield Diffie, & Ronald Rivest - the ‘R’ in the
RSA public-key cryptosystem - have put together a report looking
at some of the issues involved. “These proposals are unworkable
in practice, raise enormous legal & ethical questions, & would
undo progress on security at a time when internet vulnerabilities
are causing extreme economic harm,” they warn. The group said
there are 3 main problems with giving LE backdoor access to
strong encryption systems. First, it would force a U-turn from
security best practices such as the use of forward secrecy, whereby
decryption keys are deleted immediately after use. This means
stealing the encryption key used by a communications server
would
not
compromise
other
messages.
The Unarrested Of Waco - July 11, 2015 – Texas – By the
Aging Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - The 5 arrestees who were
unarrested after the Twin Peaks Massacre.

--------------------------------------------------------

Idiot Sighting in Food Service: My daughter went to a local
Taco Bell & ordered a taco. She asked the person behind the
counter for ‘minimal lettuce.’ He said he was sorry, but they
only had iceberg lettuce.
Stay Alert! They walk among us...and they Vote & have babies.

Obama to Push U.S. Sentencing Change Backed by Koch
Billionaires – July 11, 2015 – U.S.A. – By Justin Sink;
www.MSN.com - The White House is preparing to seize
advantage of bipartisan concern over the burgeoning U.S. prison
population & push for legislation that would reduce Fed sentences
for nonviolent crimes. Pres Barack Obama is expected to argue
for revamping U.S. sentencing guidelines during a speech to the
NAACP annual convention on Tue in Philadelphia. Top officials
from the Justice Dept, including Deputy Atty General Sally Yates,
have recently met with members of Congress to express support
for sentencing reform legislation. Key lawmakers from both
parties have been invited to the White House next week to discuss
strategy. “Engagement with the Pres has been lacking for the past
6 years, but this is one topic where it has been refreshingly
bipartisan,” Jason Chaffetz, the Utah Republican who heads the
House Oversight Committee, said in a phone interview. Obama
came to office promising to reduce the number of Americans
imprisoned for nonviolent drug offenses, & in 2010 signed a law
reducing disparities in sentences for possession of crack & powder
cocaine. Some Republicans & police organizations criticized the
moves as too lenient, but now a bipartisan coalition that includes
Obama’s chief political antagonists, billionaires Charles & David
Koch, have joined him to support relaxing Fed sentencing
guidelines.
Mass Incarceration: More than 2.2 million adults are
imprisoned in the U.S., the most in the world, & the incarceration
rate is between 5 & 10 times higher than in Western European
countries, according to the National Research Council.
Lawmakers in both parties have been raising alarms about the cost
of mass incarceration to taxpayers & to minority communities that
are disproportionately the source of prisoners. About 60% of all
prisoners are black or Hispanic, & black men under age 35 who
did not finish high school are more likely to be behind bars than to
hold a job, according to the research council. More than 100,000
people are currently in Fed prison for drug-related crimes, at a cost
of about $30,000 per person each year, the United States
Sentencing Commission said in a May report. That price tag has
drawn a cadre of fiscally-conservative Republicans to join with
Democrats in a bid to overhaul sentencing. Success would mean a
rare bipartisan legislative victory for Obama & a concrete policy
achievement to match recent speeches urging the nation to focus
on racial & criminal-justice issues.
Unusual Allies: Chaffetz said he was optimistic that a package
of bills would advance because of a diverse coalition of supporters
lined up behind it. The Pres dubbed the legislation “a big sack of
potatoes” in a meeting with lawmakers in Feb, Chaffetz said. The
composition of the legislation isn’t final. The Koch brothers,
billionaire Republican donors, support a bill introduced last month
by Representatives Jim Sensenbrenner, a Wisconsin Republican,
& Bobby Scott, a Virginia Democrat, that would encourage
probation rather than imprisonment for relatively minor, nonviolent offenses & improve parole programs in order to reduce
recidivism. The Sensenbrenner-Scott bill is modeled on state
efforts to reduce incarceration. While the Fed prison population
has grown 15% in the last decade, state prisons hold 4% fewer
people, according to Sensenbrenner’s office. 32 states have saved
a cumulative $4.6 billion in the past 5 years from reduced crime &
imprisonment, his office said in a report.
Studying Sentencing: The legislation “is the result of years of
efforts to identify, compile & bring to the national level the best,

evidence-based practices in criminal justice reform,”
Representative Elijah Cummings, a Maryland Democrat said in a
statement. Bob Goodlatte, the Republican chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, held a meeting in late June to listen to
proposals from lawmakers in both parties. And Chaffetz, who
described Republican leadership in the House as “very optimistic
& encouraging,” scheduled hearings on the issue by his committee
for July 14 & 15. “I don’t normally do 2 days of hearings, we’re
giving it that much attention,” Chaffetz said. “So it has more
momentum than anybody realizes.” There is a significant obstacle
on the other side of the Capitol: Senator Chuck Grassley, the Iowa
Republican who chairs his chamber’s Judiciary Committee.
Winning Grassley: An effort in Feb to advance legislation that
included across-the-board reductions in minimum mandatory
sentences met with resistance from Grassley, who wouldn’t put it
to a vote in his committee. But supporters of the House legislation
have reason for optimism: last month, Grassley announced he
would work on a compromise in the Senate. While Grassley has
indicated a willingness to reduce penalties for some crimes, he
wants to increase mandatory minimum sentences for other
offenses, a Senate Republican aide said. The person requested
anonymity to discuss internal deliberations. That could make
sentencing changes an easier sell to tough- on-crime voters, but
endanger the support of lawmakers who see mandatory minimums
as bad policy. “There does appear hope for a bipartisan
compromise,” White House press secretary Josh Earnest said
Mon. “We obviously welcome that opportunity.” Senator Mike
Lee, a Utah Republican who has long championed criminal justice
reform, is leading negotiations with Grassley. He’s backed by
Patrick Leahy of Vermont, the senior Democrat on Grassley’s
committee, & Dick Durbin of Illinois, the second- ranking
Democrat in the Senate. The talks remain sensitive. During a
Judiciary Committee hearing on Wed, Leahy - admitting he
already knew the answer -- asked Yates, who was testifying before
the panel, to restate her support for sentencing reform. “I was born
at night, but not last night,” Grassley interjected. “And I know that
question was in reference to me, & I want everybody to know that
we’re working hard on getting a sentencing reform compromise
that we can introduce. And if we don’t get one pretty soon, I’ll
probably have my own ideas to put forward.”
Comments:
Jason “Jay Dog” Sloan on July 12, 2015 - Roadblock the reality
of the whole situation is the feds are running out of shit to try &
pin on bikers so they are gonna start fuckin with us for no reason.
If anyone tries to take my Cut from me that will be the day they
meet there maker End Game. We put some lame ass fuck in office
that is trying to take all of our rights & freedom away & he is not
thinking about violating our fucking constitutional rights anarchy
is going to eventually take over & then the politics won’t mean
shit.
Cliff Buchanan on July 12, 2015 - Quote from Lt. Col. Donald
Sullivan, If we do not eliminate the income tax, the property tax
& elect all judges, we will never have any freedom. We must also
eliminate the Electoral College which guarantees a 2-party system.
With our 2 party system, the people will never be in control. It’s
the old Hegelian dialect at work, the thesis & anti-thesis rubbing
together to create the desired synthesis. The Electoral College
insures this will not change. Anyone who watched the party
conventions last year will recognize the effects of the 2-party
system. Your vote is meaningless.

The Don Carlos Video - July 11, 2015 – Texas – By the Aging
Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - A small fraction of the
surveillance video shot by the Don Carlos restaurant in Waco
between about 12:35 p.m. & about 2:05 p.m. on May 17 was
leaked to 65 press contacts including The Aging Rebel yesterday
afternoon. The contacts include reporters & editors at the New
York Times, Wall Street journal, Washington Post, Houston
Chronicle, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, MSNBC, Fox, the Waco
Tribune-Herald & numerous TV stations. The Don Carlos
surveillance videos are multiplexed: The restaurant recorded the
input from 16 cameras on one hard drive. Yesterday’s leaked
video shows the view from Camera 2, which recorded activity
around the front door of the restaurant & a small portion of the
parking lot facing southwest in the general direction of the Twin
Peaks restaurant. It faces toward but does not show the signup desk
for the Confederation of Clubs & Independents meeting held that
day. That is the portion of the shared parking lot where at least 4
of 9 men were killed. An additional 18 people were wounded. The
Don Carlos & Twin Peaks parking lots were separated by a strip
of lawn. The 16 camera views are: 1 Kitchen; 2 Parking Lot; 3
Loading Dock; 4 Seating Area; 5 Bar; 6 Office; 7 Hostess; 8
Kitchen; 9 Patio; 10 Patio; 11 Side Door; 12 Patio; 13 Back Dock;
14 Parking Lot; 15 Parking Lot; & 16 Parking Lot.
The Leak: The hard drive from which the leaked video was
copied is in the possession of the law firm Broden, Mickelsen,
Helms & Snipes, LLP. It was not sent to The Aging Rebel by that
law firm but by another source using a pseudonym. As a courtesy
to that source, The A-R self-embargoed the video until somebody
else broke the story. TV Station KCEN announced the leak & very
generally described the video at 4:29 p.m. Pacific time yesterday.
Yesterday evening this page received commentary on the video
from multiple sources. One source who has viewed the entire hard
drive said, “It would appear that the relevant cameras are 2, 14,
15, 16 although they are redundant to a large degree. Camera 7
may also have some relevance & Camera 11 displays what appears
to be Justice of the Peace Peterson.” A 2nd source said, “The
video from the rest of the angles should be coming out in a couple
of weeks though…none of them show much of the fight. None of
us understand why this video was suppressed at all – unless
something significant happens herein that we haven’t noticed yet.”
Chronology: The video is time & date stamped. The parking lot
& patio in front of the Twin Peaks is obscured by the roof line of
the Don Carlos porch. The view does not extend much beyond the
grass median between the 2 lots. Photos taken the afternoon of
May 17 show that a line of about a dozen bikes was pulling into
the Don Carlos lot when the shooting started. Members of the
Cossacks MC had already parked in the area closest to the
registration desk at the eastern end of the Twin Peaks.
Contemporary photos indicate that a policeman taking cover
behind the pole that supports the Twin Peaks sign fired at least 5
shots into the parking lot in the area where the 2 clubs confronted
each other. The video is mostly useful for determining the
chronology of events. There is no sound. The shooting started at
exactly 12:41:01 p.m. Waco time. At 12:39:30 a couple entered
the Don Carlos with hardly a glance toward the Twin Peaks.
Eleven seconds later 2 men in front of the Don Carlos stare toward
the looming confrontation & a small knot of police is visible on
the other side of the grass median near the southeast end of the
Twin Peaks. A black SUV, such as Gov’t agents sometimes drive,
moves from southeast to northwest toward the Jo-Ann Fabric &
Crafts Store in the Texas Marketplace shopping center & toward

the arriving line of Bandidos on the access road in front of the Don
Carlos at about 12:40:27 p.m. One of the spectators goes inside.
The other, wearing a blue shirt looks bored as he stands & watches.
He rocks from side to side waiting for something to happen & then
he turns to his left & runs inside.
Much Scurrying: A cluster of 7 uniformed cops runs through
the Twin Peaks lot in the same direction. Two Swat officers are
visible & it is obvious that there are many more than 22 cops on
the scene. All of the action appears to take place at the northwest
end of the lot & is invisible from Camera Two. All of the police
have M-16s. They hide behind cars. One cop with a long rifle
reloads at 12:48:48 & the fight appears to be mostly over by
12:42:58 although the police still seem frightened & jazzed on
adrenaline. A white police SUV with its blue flashers blinking
pulls into the shot at 12:43:13. A cop gets out 20 seconds later &
runs toward the Twin Peaks lot in a crouch. He seems to have
missed the fight but he & 3 other cops come running back 13
seconds later & 3 cops who look like ninjas crouch behind a car at
the southeast corner of the camera view. They appear to be
covering the main entrance to the Twin Peaks. The cops are so
spooked that at 12:46:20, about 5 minutes into the tragedy, one
cop appears to try to literally stick his or her head up another cop’s
buttocks. The video has an excellent view of those 3 cops standing
there long minute & long minute. They are clearly talking to other
police to the south & east of the camera. Some cops sprint. Others
stroll. They clot into little groups with their M-16s pressed to their
shoulders.
Reinforcements Arrive: 9 cops, presumably reinforcements, in
light brown shirts arrive at 12:51:45. The fight seems over but
there are still no sign of ambulances. At 12:57:58, about seventeen
minutes after the shooting started, a cop carrying 2 rifles walks
back to the white police SUV. He seems to change clothes then
walks back toward the Twin Peaks at 12:58:47. The first customer
ventures out of the Don Carlos at 1:06:49 p.m. The first onlooker
with a smart phone starts shooting video at 1:08:15. Multiple Don
Carlos customers come out & shoot video of the crime scene over
the next several minutes until about 1:20 p.m. A man in a salmon
colored shirt wearing web gear that holds what might be a camera
or a machine gun appears at 1:20:50 p.m. He talks to a cop at the
southeast edge of the camera view who then takes off his shirt to
reveal a yellow tee shirt under his ballistic vest. The black SUV
drives back to the southeast & apparently leaves at 1:21:30.
People exit the Don Carlos carrying leftover containers & at
1:28:30 customers, including customers who have shot video of
the crime scene, start to leave. At about 1:31:45 a customer who is
shooting video of the scene is clearly told by a cop off camera to
stop. A cop in civilian clothes except for a vest that says “State
Police” appears for the 1st time at 1:34:04 & the white police SUV
pulls away at 1:36:29. Cops in riot gear appear at about 1:44 &
cops with M-16s began to enter the Don Carlos. At about 1:57 the
plain clothes state policeman & another cop in plain clothes
carrying a machine gun greet each other & replay the gunfight with
their hands. They point & spread their arms wide. Then 1 of them
leaves & the other describes the fight to an old, fat cop. The crime
scene tape finally goes up around the Don Carlos at about 2:05.
--------------------------------------------------------

Jokes about German Sausages are the Wurst…
Free Beer – Topless Bartenders & False Advertising…
Alcohol & Calculus don’t mix, So don’t Drink & Derive…

What We Learned About Waco This Weekend - July 12, 2015
– Texas – By the Aging Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - The Twin
Peaks Massacre has always, clearly, been an ATF or FBI operation
gone terribly wrong. The Waco police & most of official Waco
have been lying about it since May 17. A couple of pieces of
evidence became generally available this weekend that shine a
little light into this black hole of deceit. First, it is now absolutely
inarguable that at least 182 people were arrested on May 17 & that
5 of them were “unarrested” by 5:28 a.m. the next morning. In an
early morning fax from Waco Detective Sam Key to lay Justice of
the Peace “Pete” Peterson, Key says, “These are the 5 guys we
‘unarrested.’ Thanks for all your help.” Generally, in ATF biker
roundups, confidential informants are arrested with other suspects
& then turned loose when nobody is looking.
Editor's Comment: On Very Good Authority, The 5 "unarrested"
here are NOT confidential informants...
Confidential Informants: Confidential informants in numerous
cases are paid around $3000 a month & they are allowed to keep
everything they can steal. In multiple cases, for example Mesa
Mike Kramer, the CIs are allowed to get away with assaults &
murder. Their primary job is to act as agents’ provocateur &
solicit drug & gun buys & instigate other crimes. Some
confidential informants are men who have been caught at some
crime & are offered the choice of betraying their friends or going
to prison. Some CIs are pros – like the semi-famous snitches James
“Pops” Blankenship, Alex Caine, Ashley Charles Wyatt (who is
now calling himself Charles Falco & who has been cited as a biker
authority in news accounts of the Twin Peaks massacre), George
Rowe, the late “Coconut Dan” Horrigan, “Mesa Mike” Kramer,
James “Pagan Ronnie” Howerton & Steve Veltus. They are all
loathsome men. They are all career criminals who have avoided
punishment by entrapping other men who loved them like
brothers. They are all men who ruin lives for a living. Since they
were actually arrested, the men released in secret at dawn on May
18, were clearly not undercover agents. The Aging Rebel has been
told & has reported that 2 members of the Cossacks MC took off
their club insignia & put on police windbreakers & balaclavas
shortly after the shooting stopped on May 17. They were probably
undercover FBI or ATF agents. The Aging Rebel believes the men
released on May 17 were part of an ongoing Fed investigation that
exploded into violence. Based on interview with numerous
sources, The Aging Rebel believes the violence was instigated by
Fed agents, that it was unnecessary & that the blatant Waco coverup that has ensued is intended to protect Fed, state & local
policeman from civil & criminal liability & embarrassment.
Murder And Tampering: Surveillance footage from one of the
16 cameras at the Don Carlos restaurant, which sits across a
parking lot from the Twin Peaks, also emerged this weekend.
Numerous viewers of the video have complained that it doesn’t
show much. This morning Breitbart News headlined its account of
the video “Leaked Don Carlos Video Reveals Little About Waco
Twin Peaks Shooting.” The video does have its moments though,
& limited though it is it appears to document 2 crimes committed
by police – falsifying evidence & a possible murder. The video
shows that during one second, between 12:41:17 p.m. & 12:41:18
p.m., a person who is running away from the fight & who is well
behind what seems to be the police line appears to get shot in the
back & falls forward to the left front of a white hatchback car. He
never rises during the next 85 minutes of the video. The most
chilling sequence in the video begins at 1:20:50 p.m. Two plain

clothes operators stand under the Don Carlos porch & point toward
what seems to be the dead body. Six seconds later one of the
operators, a gray haired man wearing a light orange shirt & a
machine gun, walks toward the apparent body. He disappears
briefly as he talks to a uniformed cop at about 1:21:07 p.m. Then
at 1:21:35 he clearly & unmistakably places something on the
ground of this crime scene. Then he quickly walks away. At
1:59:31 p.m. a uniformed officer walks over to the evidence
planted by the plain clothes cop & marks it as evidence.
Presumably, it is now part of the official case against the 177 men
& women who were arrested but not “unarrested.” Clearly, the
Waco police investigation is corrupt. Clearly, justice in Waco is
corrupt. And clearly it is not enough for the Dept of Justice to
intervene in this case because there is probable cause to believe
that multiple employees of the Dept of Justice are the engineers of
this mockery of the American way.
--------------------------------------------------------

Innocent Biker T-Shirts - United Bikers Of Texas - Benefit Waco Incident... July 13, 2015 – Minnesota / Texas - Frank
Ernst, ABATE of Minnesota Trustee & a member of the NCOM
Board Of Directors has "Innocent Biker T-Shirts" for sale. All
money raised will benefit those that are suffering hardship as a
result of the Waco Incident... It will buy food, gas, pay utility
bills, & etc. It will not be cash handouts & the funds are being
handled by NCOM group Christian Unity... Attached is a picture
of the T-Shirt & picture of me in the T-Shirt...
Sizes:
Large thru 3 XL
Cost:
$ 20.00 apiece...
Shipping: $ 6.00 - 1 thru 5 T-Shirts
$ 9.00 - 5 thru as many T-Shirts as you want...!
Attached is the shipping cost from Frank mailing me 3 T-Shirts...
You could send a check or money order or cash to:
Frank Ernst
840 Cree drive
Chanhassen, MN 55317
Phone: (612) 801-2920
Email: Frank.Ernst@mchsi.com

--------------------------------------------------------

Idiot Sighting: How would you pronounce this child’s name?
Le-a Leah? No Lee - A? Nope Lay - a? No Lei? Guess
Again. This child attends a school in Kansas City, Mo. Her
mother is irate because everyone is getting her name wrong. It’s
pronounced “Ledasha”. When the Mother was asked about the
pronunciation of the name, she said, “the dash don’t be silent.” So,
if you see something come across your desk like this please
remember to pronounce the dash. If dey axe you why, tell dem de
dash don’t be silent.
Gentleman Jack: Helping Ugly People have Sex…

Carlsberg L1.64pt: Helping Ugly People have Sex Since 1864.
Man shot at house party – July 13, 2015 – North Dakota - By
Elizabeth Hackenburg; www.WillistonHerald.com - A Williston
man was shot early Sat morning, & another is behind bars after a
fight at a house party, police said Mon morning. Nash Wollan was
charged with aggravated assault, carrying a concealed firearm &
terrorizing for allegedly shooting Michael Raphael in an alleyway
next to the Sons of Silence repair shop on First Street East. The
2 had gotten into a “physical & verbal altercation” at a house party
nearby, according to a court record. When Wollan left the party,
Raphael followed, picking up a 2-foot long piece of wood with a
nail in it, the record says. Witnesses said Wollan fired 2 shots at
Raphael, hitting him under an arm & paralyzing him. Following
the shooting, Wollan tried to get rid of his gun, a .38 Special
revolver, by throwing it down a floor drain inside the motorcycle
repair shop, before hiding in the bushes, court records say.
Although Wollan claims to be a member of the Sons of Silence, a
motorcycle gang known for violence & alleged drug activity,
police do not believe Saturday’s shooting was gang-related, said
Det. Lt. David Peterson of the Williston P.D. Wollan is being held
at the Williams County Correctional Center, where his bond has
not yet been set.
What The Video Doesn’t Show - July 14, 2015 – Texas – By the
Aging Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - The video leaked last
week, shot from under the front porch of the Don Carlos restaurant
on the opposite side of a parking lot from the Twin Peaks, is as
notable for what it does not show as for what it does. It doesn’t
show the 1st 5 men to die. They all died to the left of camera’s
field of view. The Don Carlos camera is angled to the right. The
patio area of the Twin Peaks can be described as L-shaped. The
front patio & main entrance to the Twin Peaks approximately
faced I-35. The side patio approximately faced the Don Carlos.
The registration desk for the Confederation of Clubs &
Independents meeting was at the corner where the exterior walls
of the patio formed a right angle. Five men, who have been widely
reported to have been the 1st 5 to die, all fell out of the field of
vision of the video camera. Photographs taken with long lenses
shortly after the massacre in the parking lot, tend to make the Don
Carlos & Twin Peaks restaurants seem closer together than they
actually are. The distance between the Don Carlos camera & the
Twin Peaks patio is at least 40 yards.
First Two To Die: According to multiple published accounts,
the first 2 men to die were Cossacks named Richard Matthew
“Richie” Jordan II & Danny “Diesel” Boyett. Both men died 5 feet
outside the patio where a line of Cossacks motorcycles was parked
& they are difficult to spot in published photographs taken of the
crime scene. Jordan of Pasadena, TX was the stepson of an
influential Cossack named Owen Reeves. Several accounts say
Reeves may have instigated the confrontation after a Bandido ran
over a Cossack prospect’s foot. Published accounts say that a
member of a Bandidos support club shot Jordan in the chest.
Published preliminary autopsy results claim Jordan died of a
gunshot wound to the head. Jordan fell back onto the sidewalk
outside the patio, a photograph of Jordan taken less than an hour
after his death reveals no head wound. Boyett lived in Waco &
aspired to become a motorcycle outlaw. After his death, his
brother said he had learned to ride a motorcycle only a year & a
half before. A lurid account in the Houston Chronicle reported
that Boyett was shot twice in the back of the head after he dove for
the ground & tried to crawl to safety between 2 motorcycles. He
died within feet of Jordan. Officials in Waco have made references

to “Bandidos executing Cossacks” & Boyett may be the Cossack
they are talking about.
Russell, Rodriguez And Campbell: The 3rd man to die was
Cossack Charles Wayne “Dog” Russell, a club Reg’l sgt at arms
from Winona, TX. Russell was known to the ATF. About 2 weeks
before the Twin Peaks Massacre the ATF raided a location with,
according to a source, “50 agents.” Among the items seized in the
raid was a photograph of Russell. Russell died about 20 feet from
the Twin Peaks patio next to a blue, overturned touring bike. The
bike was pointed toward the Don Carlos entrance when it fell. The
autopsy results released by Waco officials’ state that he died of a
gunshot wound to the chest. About the same time Russell was
shot, Manual Issac “Candyman” Rodriguez was shot almost
within view of Don Carlos camera number 2. Russell &
Rodriguez died about 20 feet apart. Rodriguez worked for H-D of
Dallas in Allen, TX & he died of unspecified wounds after
apparently dismounting from his motorcycle. The 5th man to die
seems to have been a Cossack named Wayne Lee “Side Track”
Campbell from Arlington, TX.
Campbell died near the
registration desk & multiple reports have indicated that he was the
Cossack firing a gun from the patio. The announced autopsy
results state that he died of gunshot wounds to the head & trunk.
Four Still Held - July 15, 2015 – Texas – By the Aging Rebel;
www.AgingRebel.com - Four men remain in custody today in the
McLennan County Jail as a result of the Twin Peaks massacre
almost 2 months ago. The 4 are Michael Chaney, a Cossack from
Fort Worth who is being held on $150,000 bail; Joseph Ortiz, a
Bandido from San Antonio who is being held on $1 million bail;
Daniel Pessina, a member of the Macheteros MC in San Antonio
who is being held on a total of $123,000 bail; & Marcus Ryan
Pilkington, a Bandido from Mexia, Texas who is being held on $1
million bail for his alleged role at Twin Peaks & $15,500 bail for
4 other charges in Limestone & Ellis counties, TX.
Ortiz: Officials have been coy about saying why the 2 Bandidos
are still being held on such high bail. Ortiz is a former Marine
with no criminal history who has lost his job & his home since his
arrest. His lawyer, Jay Norton, told the Waco Tribune-Herald last
week, “Ortiz is a perfect example of what is being done incorrectly
up there. There was no investigation of Ortiz. It’s just guilty by
association for being a member of an organization that it is not
against the law to be a member of. No one has alleged a single
overt act that Ortiz did in furtherance of any alleged conspiracy.
He simply took cover in the parking lot.”
Pilkington: Pilkington suffered an unspecified leg injury during
the shootout. His lawyer, Adam Reposa, said last week “It is
terrible that this unprecedented expansion of the engaging statute
which has caused the wholesale denial of constitutional
protections against unlawful prosecutions & incarcerations & we
are hoping that the 10th Court will have the courage to call a spade
a spade since obviously no one else will, including Baylor law
professors, the American Bar Association, ACLU or any of the
other so-called watchdog groups who we rely upon to expose
wholly illegal & unconstitutional behavior by the Gov’t.” Until
his arrest Pilkington, worked as a mechanic for the Texas Dept of
Aging & Disability Services. His annual salary was $12,566. His
additional charges include 2 marijuana possessions, an assault &
illegally carrying a weapon Pilkington’s arrest culminated a long
chain of misfortune. He was seriously injured in a motorcycle
wreck on July 29, 2013. He was not wearing a helmet. He was

unconscious for days, broke his left leg, lost several teeth,
underwent multiple surgeries, had his spleen removed & suffered
brain damage. His step father died in 2014 & his wife left him &
took their 3 children with her a year ago.
Philly ‘pill-mill’ doc worked with Pagan’s - July 16, 2015 –
Pennsylvania - By Julie Shaw; www.Philly.com - In Jan, the feds
announced charges against a local doctor, accusing him of running
a "pill mill" & doling out fake painkiller prescriptions in exchange
for cash & sex. Now, it turns out that William O’Brien III, 50, a
doctor of osteopathic medicine with offices in Northeast & South
Philadelphia & in Bucks County, allegedly conspired with
members of the outlaw Pagan’s MC to illegally sell the drugs. In
a superseding indictment unsealed yesterday, the feds added 9
additional defendants to the "pill-mill" case, making for a total of
11 defendants. Initially charged along with O’Brien in Jan was his
receptionist, Angela Rongione, 30. O’Brien, a former candidate
for Bucks County coroner, was arrested in Jan. He remains in the
Fed prison in Philadelphia. Of the new defendants, 5 were
members or associates of the Pagan’s outlaw motorcycle gang,
which has a history of violence & drug-dealing, according to the
U.S. Atty’s Office. Those five are:
* Michael Thompson, 49, a/k/a "Mikey" or "Tomato Pie";
* Peter Marrandino, 48, a/k/a "Petey Adams" or "Nose";
* Joseph Mehl, 48, a/k/a "Joseph Montanero";
* Joseph Mitchell Sr., 39;
* Patrick Treacy, 48, a/k/a "Redneck."
Another new defendant in the case is O’Brien’s ex-wife,
Elizabeth Hibbs, 54, who is accused of helping him launder money
& commit bankruptcy fraud. The 88-page, 139-count superseding
indictment charges the defendants, except Hibbs, with conspiracy
to distribute controlled substances. The indictment also charges
O’Brien with one count of distribution of controlled substances
resulting in death. It alleges that around Dec. 17, 2013, O’Brien,
in his Levittown office, distributed for no legitimate medical
purpose about 120 oxycodone pills & about 60 methadone pills to
a person whose name was not disclosed in the indictment. O’Brien
at some point also prescribed 540 pills of cyclobenzaprine, a
muscle-relaxant known as Flexeril, to this person, who died from
the combined use of the pills, the indictment alleges. The
conspiracy with the Pagans members & associates began around
March 2012 & lasted until about last Jan, when O’Brien was
arrested, the indictment alleges. It alleges that O’Brien dispensed
& his co-conspirators obtained for resale about 378,900
oxycodone pills & about 160,500 methadone pills, & that the
estimated street value of the drugs sold was about $5 million.
O’Brien received about $2 million in cash proceeds from the
alleged drug-trafficking conspiracy, the feds allege. According to
the indictment, around Mar 2012, Mehl, a tow-truck driver,
referred people involved in auto accidents to O’Brien in exchange
for prescriptions for controlled substances that Mehl did not need.
Mehl then allegedly introduced O’Brien to a now-deceased Pagans
member identified in the indictment as "S.N." The 2 developed a
scheme in which so-called patients obtained medically
unnecessary prescriptions for controlled substances from O’Brien
in exchange for cash, the indictment says. The "patients" then
turned the pills over to S.N. & others, who sold them to drug
dealers, the indictment says. Mehl recruited dancers from strip
clubs, including the Oasis gentlemen’s club in Southwest
Philadelphia, which Pagans members frequented, to obtain
prescriptions from O’Brien, the indictment says. O’Brien would
offer the prescriptions in exchange for sex, the feds contend.

As an example of how "patients" regularly got prescriptions
for large quantities of pills for resale, the indictment said that
Treacy "mockingly reported on the medical history form for his
initial visit with [O’Brien] that he had been pregnant ‘lots’ of
times; that he was menstruating; & that recently he had a ‘PAP’
test, which screens for cervical cancer." All that didn’t stop
O’Brien from prescribing him 240 oxycodone & 60 Xanax pills in
his first visit, the indictment says. The indictment also names 3
defendants as participating in the scheme: Charles Johnson, 46;
Frank Corazo Jr., 52, a/k/a "Stalker"; & Jennifer Lynn Chambers,
21, Treacy’s girlfriend.
In a related conspiracy, the feds allege that O’Brien, with
Rongione’s aid, sold prescriptions for oxycodone & Xanax to
customers for no legitimate medical purpose, charging about $250
in cash for a 1st appointment & about $200 in cash for follow-ups
from around July 2012, when Rongione was hired, to around Jan
2015. O’Brien operated a solo practice under the name Dr. Bill
O’Brien, LLC, with locations on Broad St near Bigler in South
Philly; on Bustleton Ave near Norwalk Rd - Bustleton; in Trevose
& in Levittown. O’Brien’s atty, Gregory Pagano, did not return a
call from the Daily News yesterday. The case was investigated by
the FBI, the FDA & the Dept of Health & Human Services.
Horror Of The Day - July 16, 2015 – Texas – By the Aging
Rebel; www.AgingRebel.com - When Robert C. Bucy, a member
of the Cossacks MC from Midlothian, a small town southwest of
Dallas, left for a Coalition of Clubs & Independents meeting in
Waco on May 17, his 5-year-old foster daughter Alyssa said,
“Bye, Daddy! Bye, Daddy! I love you!” Bucy hasn’t seen the
little girl since. Bucy was arrested following a fight there between
Cossacks & members of the Bandidos MC & charged with
“engaging in organized criminal activity.” The legislated offense
is aimed at people who break the law as a member of a “criminal
street gang.” There was no probable cause to believe Bucy was a
criminal or a criminal street gang member. He was wearing a
Cossacks cut & that was close enough for Waco – where the Bill
of Rights is considered to be a kind of ivory tower ideal. Under
Texas law, a “criminal street gang” is any organization the police
accuse of being a gang & Bucy could be held culpable for the
murders of the 9 men who died in that parking lot if a policeman,
in this case it was a policeman named Manuel Chavez, said he was.
At the time Chavez probably couldn’t have picked Bucy out of a
photo lineup. Bucy, who says he played no part in the fight that
day, was held on $1 million bail. He was slandered as a “violent
gang member & a particularly unflattering photo of him wearing
an orange jump suit was plastered on pages & screens from Waco
to Vladivostok.
Adoption Proceedongs: Rob Bucy & his wife Marilyn had
begun adoption proceedings for Alyssa. She had been born to
relatives of the couple in California. A year & a half ago, when her
birth family could no longer take care of the little girl, the Bucy’s
took her in. Rob Bucy eventually had his bail reduced to $75,000
& returned home. By then, child welfare officials in California had
seen his photograph & heard the news that he was a violent thug.
While Rob was locked up, Marilyn Bucy was served with a “notice
of emergency removal.” The notice identified Rob Bucy as “a
threat.” Marilyn Bucy packed the girl’s belongings & took her to
an airport. Then Alyssa disappeared into the sky. A social worker
in Texas has told the Bucys that Alyssa is now living with a foster
family in California. They don’t know where & they are not
allowed to contact the girl Rob Bucy told Brett Shipp of television
station WFAA, “It really breaks my heart. She’s Daddy’s girl.”

Hells Angels MC Member Sentenced-Attempted Murder July 16, 2015 - California - By Samantha Tatro;
www.NBCSanDiego.com - A documented member of the HAMC
has been sentenced to 5 years behind bars for hitting a 60-year-old
man during a hit-and-run accident in Oceanside, Calif. The
accident happened after a male patron was harassing a family of 3
while they walked past the PCH Sports Bar & Grill at 1835 S.
Coast Hwy, according to Oceanside Police. A husband, wife &
her father, Michael Dean, 60, walked on as the male patron & 2
others began saying inappropriate things to the woman &
threatening to hit the men. Police said the family was crossing in
the intersection of Cassidy & Coast Hwy, when Dean, who was
within the crosswalk & using a cane, was hit by a white Lexus
traveling at a high rate of speed. The driver fled the scene, but
witnesses followed. The driver was identified by police as
Anthony Medvec, a documented member of the Hells Angels
Motorcycle Gang who is on Fed probation & required to wear a
GPS tracking device. The tracking device was used to locate
Medvec at his home on the 4900 block of Yuma. After a phone
call from officers, Medvec came out of his home & was taken into
custody without incident on charges of attempted murder.
Medvec was indicted in 2012 for conspiracy to distribute
methamphetamine in a meth trafficking ring busted by FBI. More
than 20 other people were sentenced to time in the bust. Medvec
was sentenced to 30 months, the shortest sentence of the 20 codefendants with the same charges. On Thu, he appeared in court
after pleading guilty to hitting the man with his car & was
sentenced to 5 years. He faced a possible 19 years in prison.
Iron Order Lawsuit – July 17, 2015 – Pennsylvania – By
www.AgingRebel.com - Acting on behalf of the estate of Tonya
M. Focht, Pennsylvania Atty Timothy Daly filed suit against the
Iron Order MC located at 6654 Blakemore Street in Philadelphia
& Anna’s Bar-B-Q Pit, Ltd. located at 4741 Penn Avenue in
Sinking Spring, Pennsylvania on July 7. According to multiple
sources, Focht, a student at Alvernia Univ in Reading.
Pennsylvania & the mother of 2 children, was punched in the face
& thrown into the path of an oncoming car as, according to
published accounts, “two groups of people were fighting in the
parking lot of the” Bar-B-Q Pit on June 19. After her death her
fiancé, Mark Groff wrote on his Facebook page that Focht, “lost
her life…because she was attacked by members of the iron order
mc cop club.” He also states, “I held Tonya Marie lying in their
(the Bar-B-Q Pit’s) parking lot trying to save her.”
Preliminary Writ: In a phone interview today, Daly said he had
spoken to Berks County First Deputy District Atty Jonathan
Kurlin about a potential criminal case. “He told me that there
would be no charges filed even though they know the identity of
the man who threw Tonya into the path of the vehicle that ran her
over. He also said that they were just as likely to charge Mark
Groff, the deceased’s fiancé, in the incident.” The document Daly
filed ten days ago is called a “Writ of Summons.” Under the
Pennsylvania rules of civil procedure, a lawsuit can begin with
either a Writ of Summons or a Complaint. Suits that begin with a
writ allow the complainant’s Atty to file discovery requests, or
requests for additional information, before filing a civil complaint.
“We will need to file the full complaint in the near future, setting
forth all of the details we have at that time,” Daly said. “We will
also add parties when we receive credible info.” Daly’s firm is
Daly & Clemente of Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. He is interested
in talking to witnesses who were at the Bar-B-Q Pit the night Focht
died & his email address is tim@dalyandclemente.com ...

Lake Beseck Drowning Victim Laid To Rest Sat - July 18, 2015
- Connecticut – By Kenneth Gosselin; www.courant.com - As a
Middletown man was laid to rest Sat, authorities are still
investigating the circumstances surrounding his drowning in Lake
Beseck earlier this month. Gregory Davoren, 52, was a founding
member of the Hells Angels’ Hartford chapter & several times
traveled across the country with his friends by motorcycle,
according to his obituary. He also was advocate for the rights of
motorcyclists. Davoren grew up in Hartford’s South End, & for
more than 20 years, he owned & operated Fleetwood Auto in
Middletown. On July 7, Davoren was pulled from Lake Beseck in
Middlefield, where he had been boating with 2 others. The
circumstances surrounding why Davoren left the boat are still
under investigation, a spokesman for the state Dept of Energy &
Environmental Protection said Sat.
The Story That Tells Everyone Who the Cop-Sack Really Is…
You’ll Be Shocked! – July 18, 2015 – Texas – By Amy Irene
White; https://AmyIreneWhite.wordpress.com - There is a great
deal of news coming in about Waco during the last twenty 4
hours….. The first trickle from our floodgates comes from
Cossack Paul “Philco” Miller, who is the Hill County Pres. He
was shot in the informant induced melee at Twin Peaks on May
17th, & released directly from the hospital instead of sent to jail.
Word on the streets is the ballistics on the bullet retrieved from
Paul’s innards was a Cop Shot.bwe are glad to hear Paul is
recovering, & maybe even riding a little again, & hope he
continues on his path to good health.
Now on with the feature presentation: About a month before
Waco happened, several independents & various other members
of the CoC were having dinner at Twin Peaks… There were no
Bandidos in attendance, no wild partying or drinking… there was
about ten Cossacks on the porch. When a few of the Mom n Pop
members went out to the porch to smoke, there was a small
altercation. It wouldn’t have been all that significant if not for the
players involved. Cossack Owen “Big O” Reeves & another
Cossack cornered a CoC member & got really belligerent, trying
to coerce him into a fight. He told Big O “man, this isn’t the place
to do this.” Owen was more concerned with, “This is Cossack
territory, take that to your fucking boss...” type behavior. In the
ensuing weeks, Owen & his little friend seemed to be on a mission,
privately “meeting” with various members of the CoC attempting
to convince them to abandon the Coalition & making that
ridiculous noise about “paying dues to the Bandidos” which of
course, no one except a cop or a reporter on CNN would believe
anyway. All of this, right down to the Texas rocker, is very
reminiscent of a similar scene that played out with the Ghostriders
& the Gator Bar & Wade Smith maybe a year ago. When you look
at the comments Wade made to various people Before Twin Peaks
about how he was going to “Walk in & take over a CoC meeting”
& then After Twin Peaks happened, the things he said on his
Facebook about Bandidos being terrorists, And since he has most
assuredly pointed his finger toward the Bandidos when talking to
cops in the past, it’s very plausible to imagine he had his hand in
this mess somewhere as well. So, our stage is almost set, right?
We have almost all the elements needed to bring on the gunfight
at the Waco Corral. But what is missing? Cops! Everyone knew
there had to be a cop instigating this shootout somewhere at Twin
Peaks… What we didn’t know what the cop in question is Big O’s
little sidekick. That’s right… there was a Cossack who allegedly
was absorbed in with the rest of the Dirty Knuckles MC when
THEY were convinced to quit the CoC & become Cossacks.. Who

is an undercover Waco Drug Task Force Agent. He & Big O
apparently had formed a camaraderie based on bullying other
bikers. Whether Big O knew he was bringing a cop or whether he
just thought they were causing trouble remains to be seen.
Whichever is the case, the end game resulted in Owen ultimately
sacrificing his stepson to be a player in the cop’s game. When
they headed to Twin Peaks that day, there was never a peaceful
meeting planned. The Bandidos had no idea anything was going
down, which is why they had a rather sad showing of attendance
in comparison to the people brought in by the Cossacks. Several
of the men in that club claim that they had other plans that day &
were called in to Twin Peaks that very morning. They arrived in a
forceful showing of numbers & soon flooded the patio & parking
lot with Cossacks. Many witnesses say that the Cossacks posted
themselves like sentries all around the parking lot. There was no
prospect getting his foot ran over, there was no fight in the
bathroom, there was no FBI operation gone bad. There was one or
2 undercover twerps & snitches on the Waco payroll all gungho in
anticipation of the upcoming Steve Cook Gangbangers Ball &
riding high on the adrenaline of several successful sex ring sting
operations. When Big O & a few others came in, they hassled the
lady helping with the parking, & a few other people as well. It was
her foot got ran over as they bullied her, saying things about it
being their territory. It’s amazing how this particular habit is
blamed on the Bandits when every story you here about the
Cossacks involves them pissing on a tree somewhere. They
bugged Sandra until they saw she wasn’t gonna play along, & then
made their way to what seemed to be preplanned positions. When
the group of Bandidos rolled up that we all know about by now,
the same thing happened again.. Cossacks were telling Bandidos
they couldn’t park there. There were words exchanged & Big O
was the loudest mouth out there. When a Bandido tried to calm
everyone down with a “lets settle this later” Owen was yelling.
‘You bet we will.” All this time, many of the Cossacks are
jumping rails on the porch & making their way toward the fight,
or drawing their weapons. Several of the Bandidos including
Manny Rodriguez & Ray Allen never even had time to step off
their bikes or do anything beyond swing blindly toward his assault
from the handheld, Cossack wielded weapons that surrounded
them. Then a shot rang out in the scuffle… maybe 2? Suddenly
cops came out of nowhere with assault weapons mowing down
bikers all over the parking lot. When the fight broke out, O’s
friend pulled on a mask & participated. When the fight was over,
he yanked off his mask & vest, ran around to the front of the
building, & entered Twin Peaks as Officer Jason Matthew
Barnum.
That’s right… Little Mr. Red Boots has been infiltrating the
Cossacks. He is also the same Waco cop who was involved in
some sort of assault issue on June 29th. Meet a Cossack aka Sgt.
Barnum. Oh, did I mention the assault was allegedly on his ol
lady’s boyfriend? Hahaha I hope he was a biker. This one fact
should in & of itself be enough to release all the bikers & give their
money back. How can they send in a cop to instigate trouble, send
him in again to aide in picking a premeditated gunfight, then blame
it on the people they were shooting at? Every weapon, every shot,
every punch by a biker should now be considered self-defense in
an ambush. I’m sure Jason’s nads sucked up so far he could taste
them when he saw his face on the first story I wrote about him. If
they didn’t, he underestimated me.
--------------------------------------------------------

I distrust Camels & Anyone else
who can go a Week Without a Drink…

Unarrested Number Four - July 18, 2015 – Texas – By
www.AgingRebel.com - Keith Rodgers, a 42-year-old electrician
from Houston’s northern suburbs, took a nice, long motorcycle
ride on May 17. He rode to a restaurant named the Twin Peaks in
Waco. It was about 170 miles. It took him longer than he had
expected to get back home. “I’m an independent rider,” Rodgers
said. “I’ve never been part of a MC or attended a COC meeting.
A longtime family friend, who is in a mom & pop club in Region
1, invited me to ride with them to the Waco meeting.” What
happened next was the worst incident of biker violence in history.
In a confrontation between members of the Cossacks MC & the
Bandidos MC, 9 men were killed. 18 were hospitalized. Nine more
were injured but not taken to a hospital. At least 182 people were
arrested. Sometime in the night, 5 of them were “unarrested.”
Rodgers was one of those 5. “I was mirandized but never told I
was under arrest,” Rodgers said. “I believe I was released because
I did not have on colors but I was not told why.” Like virtually all
the witnesses to the violence that day, Rodgers “was taken to the
Waco Convention Center with everyone else. I was Mirandized by
a state trooper who took my statement. At that time I asked if I was
under arrest & was told a decision had not been made who would
be arrested. I wrongly assumed after giving our statements we
would be released.” All of the statements were recorded.
Asked About Colors: “Eventually I was taken into the room
where the cops were processing everyone & it became clear what
was going on. There were 2 plain clothes cops processing me. I
kept insisting I had done nothing wrong. Finally one of them
asked about my colors. I explained I do not have any colors. I
was set in a chair to the side of the table where they were asking
the medical questions. I was left there for a while, being watched.
Eventually he returned with a couple other detectives. One of the
new guys seemed to be in charge & asked why I was still there if
I didn’t have on colors. They all questioned me. The questions
included why I was there, how I was affiliated with the club I rode
up with & what I saw. I couldn’t tell them anything except the
name of the club I rode up with. I had never ridden with them or
attended any of their functions as their club is about 2 hours away
from me. I couldn’t snitch on them or cooperate because I don’t
know anything except the club name & the territory.” Although
he did not know it at the time, Rodgers had already been arrested.
He was arrested because of the way he looked & because the
detectives & agents who interrogated him wrongly assumed he
was a member of a MC. The detectives “walked away for a few
minutes then came back & said I was going to be released. They
cut the zip ties & told me to put on my shoes & wait in the room.
After a few minutes a cop came & got me. He walked me out the
same door I came in & put me in a van with 2 other guys. There
were 2 guys in another van behind us. They drove us to a small
police station north of Waco where we were allowed to use the
phone to call for someone to pick us up.”
--------------------------------------------------------

Idiot Sighting: We had to have the garage door repaired. The
repairman told us that one of our problems was that we did not
have a ‘large’ enough motor on the opener. I thought for a minute,
& said that we had the largest one Sears made at that time, a 1/2
horsepower. He shook his head & said, ‘Lady, you need a 1/4
horsepower.’ I responded that 1/2 was larger than 1/4. He said,
‘NO, it’s not.’ Four is larger than 2.’ We haven’t used that repair
shop since.

Discovering Waco - July 20, 2015 – Texas – By the Aging Rebel;
www.AgingRebel.com - Last Friday, 62 days after the worst
incidence of biker violence in history, McLennan County District
Judge Ralph Strother gave prosecutors another 30 days to disclose
their evidence in the case to defense Attys. A week before, Strother
had named a Waco police detective involved in the investigation
foreman of the grand jury that will determine whether the accused
should be indicted with a crime or not. One hundred seventyseven people have been accused of engaging in organized criminal
activity. If indicted & convicted they all face a minimum of 15
years in prison. All of the accused were originally detained on $1
million bail. All but 3 have since made bail.
Pole Cameras: Strother agreed to release video shot by the
Twin Peaks restaurant to San Antonio Atty Jay Norton. Norton is
not subject to a gag order. Strother has also ordered the release of
video from pole cameras installed at the Twin Peaks restaurant by
the TX Dept of Public Safety sometime before the gunfight on
May 17. Strother also agreed to allow defense Attys to see video
shot at the scene by body cameras worn by police who were there.
It is unclear whether defense Attys will have access to info about
any confidential informants who might have participated in the
melee; other evidence that would help explain the surveillance of
the Twin Peaks; the exact “warnings” given the Twin Peaks
management about the dangerous nature of the gathering that day;
or an explanation for the presence of a score of police officers &
an armored vehicle at the restaurant. Waco flies off in many
directions. The official secrecy that has surrounded the Twin
Peaks massacre for more than 2 months has given rise to widely
spread, inane gossip & speculation. Every disclosure seems to
invite another mouthful of bizarre questions. Example, what did
the TX Alcoholic Beverage Comm know & when did it know it?
Drinking Problems: Police agencies involved in the prelude &
aftermath of the Twin Peaks are known to include the Waco PD &
McLennan County Sheriff’s Office; the state TX Dept of Public
Safety, TABC & the TX Parks & Wildlife Dept; & the ATF & the
FBI.” The morning after the Twin Peaks violence, the TABC
released a statement that announced that the Commission “at the
request of the Waco PD, has issued a 7-day summary suspension
for the TABC license of Twin Peaks Restaurant, 4671 South Jack
Kultgen in Waco. The suspension comes after a suspected
motorcycle gang shooting that left 9 dead & at least 18 people
wounded Sunday, May 17.” “During the suspension, TABC will
work with the Waco PD to investigate whether the restaurant’s
operational or management policies contributed to an atmosphere
which allowed the shooting to take place. Any wrongdoing
uncovered during the investigation could result in further action
against the restaurant, including monetary fines, further
suspension, or cancellation of its TABC license to sell alcohol.”
A List: The TABC was already studying the drinking habits of
Texas motorcycle enthusiasts. For example, The Aging Rebel has
legally obtained a TABC document that begins, “Beth sent me a
list of known Bandidos members.” Beth Gray is a TABC officer
in Denton, Texas. There are ten names on the list with birth dates
& driver’s license numbers. When contacted about that list today
Chris Porter, the TABC press officer, acknowledged seeing the list
of names but declined to comment on it because he could not
verify its “authenticity.” He added that the TABC is a “LE agency”
that “has access to information collected by other” local, state &
Fed LE agencies that is then disseminated through the “Texas
Fusion Center in Austin.” The Austin Fusion Center is one of the

places where everything gets fuzzy. Fusion Center are the visible
infrastructure of the federalization of all American policing since
September 11, 2001. They are where all domestic intelligence,
from U.S. Marshalls’ drone flight photos collected over Texas, to
cell phone data collected in Massachusetts, to data collected by
license plate readers in Montana goes to hide in a cloud of secrecy
& confusion. The Austin Fusion Center even has 2 names. It is at
once A “Primary Fusion center” called the Texas Joint Crime Info
Center & a “Recognized Fusion Center” called the Austin
Regional Intelligence Center. According to the boiler plate on its
web site, the Texas Fusion Center “is a 24/7 unit that works with
Fed, state, regional, & local LE & serves as the state repository for
homeland security information & incident reporting. It provides
real-time intelligence support to LE & public safety authorities, &
consolidates information & data on suspicious activities & threats
from all jurisdictions & disciplines as well as the public.” The
Center also “supports LE & criminal justice communities by
providing analytical case development, as well as strategic &
tactical case support to officers regarding criminal organizations,
including transnational gangs, drug trafficking organizations, &
emerging threats.” How all the jigsaw puzzle fit together may
become more obvious in another 30 days. Or maybe not.
Waco Is Suppressing Evidence That Could Clear Innocent
Bikers – July 21, 2015 – Texas – By Conor Friedersdorf;
www.TheAtlantic.com - The city is fighting to keep videos of the
May shootout at the Twin Peaks restaurant out of the press, & still
hasn’t confirmed how many victims were shot by police… Why
is Waco, Texas, fighting to suppress multiple videos of the
shootout that killed 9 bikers at the Twin Peaks restaurant on May
17? Why are some Attys in the case now prohibited from talking
to the press? And why haven’t Waco officials revealed how many
of the 9 victims were killed by bullets from police officers’ guns?
These are the most pressing questions as 177 people await a grand
jury’s decision about whether they will be indicted for murder,
conspiracy, or on lesser charges after attending a regularly
scheduled meeting of motorcycle enthusiasts that turned violent.
Attendees included members of violent-outlaw motorcycle gangs
& innocuous clubs. Many members of both groups credibly claim
that they had nothing to do with a fight at the meeting. An
Associated Press review of surveillance footage not yet released
to the public suggests that most present fled from the gunfire rather
than participating in it. Over the last 2 months, motorcyclists
swept up in the mass arrest following the carnage have lost jobs,
been evicted from apartments, & even lost custody of children.
And every day that authorities continue their opposition to
sunlight in the case delays vindication for the innocents who’ve
had their lives upended. The state loses little by dragging its feet
while accused innocents pay dearly.
Worrisome aspects of the case include:
- Waco & its P.D. could be liable for millions of dollars in
damages if litigants can prove that they arrested bikers without
probable cause, violating their civil rights; or that Waco police
shot & killed innocents. Yet the grand jury that will decide
whether to indict the bikers is reportedly being led by a longtime
detective in the Waco P.D - an arrangement defended by a local
judge, who declared, “If there is nothing that challenges his
impartiality, he is qualified … Who is better qualified in criminal
law than somebody who practices it all the time?”
- When one of the arrested bikers, Matthew Clendennen, sued
authorities, Waco’s assistant city attorney fought to prevent him
from getting access to video footage taken at the Twin Peaks

restaurant, key evidence in the incident. While a judge ultimately
ruled that his attorney must be allowed to see the footage, he
barred its release to the public & imposed a gag order in the case.
- The gag order was requested by McLennan County District
Attorney Abel Reyna, who is named in Clendennen’s Fed civilrights suit––and granted by District Court Judge Matt Johnson,
Reyna’s former law partner, according to press reports.
- Over 2 months have passed since the shooting. The dead
bodies have long since been examined. Yet the public still hasn’t
been told how many of the gunshot victims were struck by bullets
fired from police weapons. (I strongly suspect that if the answer
was “0” Waco police would’ve said so a long time ago.)
Why is this info being suppressed? After all, evidence that is
embarrassing to the Waco P.D. or that exposes the city of Waco to
civil liability will presumably be made public eventually.
Here are 2 theories: One is the official explanation. Authorities
say that this is a complex investigation that takes lots of time &
that suppressing video evidence & issuing gag orders is necessary
to prevent prospective jurors from being influenced by pre-trial
publicity. I find that explanation dubious. Authorities in Waco
have actively advanced a contested narrative of what happened at
the Twin Peaks restaurant from the start, sometimes getting facts
wrong. They haven’t tried to preserve the impartiality of jurors,
instead, they’ve pushed a version of events that reflects well on
the Waco police & the actions they’ve taken.
Here is an
alternative explanation. If there is video or ballistics evidence
suggesting that lots of innocent people were arrested without
probable cause, or that police bullets killed some of the dead that
day in Waco, it will be a public-relations nightmare & a huge
liability for Waco & its P.D. Scores of bikers could sue for 6-or7-figure sums. And prosecutors might find it much more difficult
to secure indictments in the case. But if indictments can be filed
before evidence inconvenient to Waco authorities is publicly
revealed, the leverage changes. A biker might be indicted for
conspiracy to murder, then offered a plea deal to accept a much
lesser charge, like disturbing the peace, with the understanding
that time served would take care of the sentence. That would be a
tempting deal to take. And pleading guilty to disturbing the peace
would preclude a lawsuit for being arrested without probable
cause while saving police & prosecutors from looking like they
harassed innocents. That alternative explanation may not be
correct, but it’s plausible enough to justify concern. And the
change in leverage between prosecutors & criminal defendants
applies whether or not it is motivating authorities.
A final question L.E. should be forced to answer, as the many
criminal & civil lawsuits likely to stem from this case are
adjudicated, is how many undercover cops & informants, if any,
were present at Twin Peaks that day, & what role, if any, they
played in altercations between various motorcycle riders. (My
confidence in the Waco PD’s performance was not enhanced by
the news that one police officer reportedly present at the scene has
since been put on leave for allegedly assaulting a Waco resident in
an unrelated matter.) Scores of likely innocents arrested,
suppressed video, clear conflicts of interest in the courts, & the
possibility that multiple shooting victims died at the hands of
police-the aftermath of the Waco shootout ought to be a prominent
part of the ongoing national conversation about a criminal-justice
system that routinely victimizes innocents. And by the time the
truth outs, perhaps that will come to pass.
--------------------------------------------------------

2015 ABATE of Minnesota State Rally is Sept 3 thru Sept 6…
The 27th rally is at Meeker County Fairgrounds; Litchfield, MN.

